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Reliable gyrokinetic (GK) [1] or two-fluid (2F) [2] edge turbulence simulations require an

accurate representation of collisions by a collision operator in gyro-center coordinates or by ap-

propriate transport coefficients. GK collision operators have so far been limited either to models

[3] or drift-kinetic approximations [4] for the (trustworthy) Landau-Fokker-Planck operator. 2F

transport coefficients have been obtained in complex analytical calculations and approxima-

tions [5] for infinite ion-electron mass ratio, but with rather intransparent ordering schemes and

some missing coefficients. This state is in both cases unsatisfactory and precluded stringent

comparisons between GK and 2F simulations in their overlap region of validity.

A numerical code for the gyro-transformed (pulled-back) matrix elements of the linearized

but otherwise complete Landau operator was developed, inspired by the advantageous use of

half-sided Hermite (or related) polynomials Pi as velocity space basis functions in [1, 6], This

approach turned out to be amazingly successful. It is not even necessary to explicitly demand

conservation laws or the H-theorem, as all the matrix elements are computed up to nearly ma-

chine precision (14-15 digits) and automatically fulfill those requirements, which has been con-

firmed by extensive tests up to unrealistically large particle mass ratios ∼ 1010. It takes only

seconds to calculate the Landau matrix elements for hundreds of polynomials for all required k

of a simulation. With the code it is also possible to calculate much more precise Braginskii-style

transport coefficients than so far published [5, 7]. E.g., the perpendicular electron heat conduc-

tion was numerically found to be meω2
ceτeiκ⊥,e/(nTe) ≈ 4.6642135623731056, up to 14 digits

equal to 13/4+
√

2, too precise to be accidental, one of the “quasi-analytical” novel results.

Moreover, in the contribution a comparative survey of GK simulations for the old model and

the novel Landau collision-operators as well as 2F simulations using the newly determined high

accuracy transport coefficients will be shown.
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